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Using a straight stitch and small zigzag stitch on your domestic sewing machine.

Thanks to super soft and stretchy lace- waist this V- shaped Brazilians thong is very
comfortable and perfect to wear everywhere be it a day at work or a night out. 
It's sexy cut with no back coverage and low rice gives your "juicy peaches" an
amazing booster look:)

☆ useful tips☆
 

☆ it is important to pay attention to details on making process in order to have
comfortable fit and qualitevly made product.

☆Steam your details during the sewing process. It's will help to avoid creases
and unwanted visible mistakes, so you will have neatly done garment.

!!! No need of overclocking machine!!! 



Fabrics and notions.
Simple 3 patterns including:

 
1. Front part of the main fabric. 
Recommended stretch fabrics like jersey or scuba, stretch lace, stretch mesh,
power net or lucre. (30x30cm). Choose your own combination.

2. Crotch lining of the front part.
Recommended cotton Jersey fabric for the crotch lining 10x10cm

3. Lace waist band part.
Consist of 2 stretch lace cuts sewn together on front and back seams creating one
continues front to back waist band piece. For this particular model it is
recommended to use 5-7cm wide and approximately 1m 10cm- 1m 20cm long
stretch lace according to your size. I am using 5cm wide stretch lace. 

If you will be using different width stretch lace you should determine that it's will
affect the size and fit of your panty.

measuring tape 
tracing chalk or pen
tracing paper, baking paper
or any other material for
tracing the patterns.
scissors or cutting tool
niddle and pins
cotton or poliester threads
in matching or contrast
colour to your fabrics
colour.
fold over or decorative
elastic (50cm)

 

Supply
 



Steps For Sewing
Printing the pattern

 
01

Make sure your printing settings are correct and you are printing the right size,
pages are printing at 100% and are not set to zoom or fill page. 
Check the test square provided for your reference, it should measure
50mm×50mm.

Pattern assembling
 

02
5mm seam allowance included in the pattern.
Sort the pages according to the number and guiding marks. Tape the patterns
together without overlapping.
You can trace over the pattern at the correct size using baking paper or plastic
and save your printed patterns for future use . Or you can cut the pattern
pieces alone the size line of a needed size.

03 Cutting
When cutting your materials follow the directions of the patterns. If in your project
you will be using very thin stretch net or other thin fabric I will suggest to double
layer it and cut 2 front pieces which should be treated as one.



4.1. Prepare your front piece.
- Mark the middle of the front where the front seam of the lace waist will be sewn.
- place your crotch lining and stitch it to the reverse side of the front piece. 

!!!Tips for the lace waist band !!! 
Before cutting your lace waist band make sure you placing your lace pieces right
side facing each other, matching the decorative lace edges, scallops and
synchronizing pattern to cut 2 mirrored pieces. Do not cut the back seam of the
lace yet! First heck how it's possibly will fit you. Make a straight stitch along the
seam line, but don't cut the lace yet.

Open it to the right side and compare it with your favourite thong's back which fit
you well. See if the length of the back of your ready thong is matching with the size
of the back seam length of the thong you making and doesn't differ much. Second
check if the width of the back seam at the bottom will have same width with the
bottom seam of the front piece, as this two pieces will be joined together and mast
be of the same size. If this pieces do not match you can still make some
adjustments accordingly.
If everything is fine you can cut your lace back seam allowing 0.5mm from the
seam line, where you already just done the straight stitch. At this stage your back
is nearly ready. Do not rush to cut your lace waist band on the front seam! There is
other little trick you maybe will like as it is really can easy your work and to skip
one step if you just gather it in the middle of the front:) So basically you will have
to make one piece of the lace waist band without cutting in in the middle but only
with the back seam:)

04 Sewing



If you have an overlock machine you can process the front edge of the lining on it
but if you do not have an overlock you can do as illustrated on this instruction.
Secure the crotch lining in place using pins or hand stitch.

- Process the edges of leg opening of the front with your decorative or double
folded elastic using narrow zigzag stitch and 3 step stretchable lingerie zigzag
stitch. 

- with small scissor gently cut off all excess of extra layers of fabric to decrease the
thickening before overlapping and finishing the processing of the edges.

- stitch the front seam of the waist lace with the straight stitch or process on over
clocker. Don't forget to secure the stitch in reverse. You can process the edge with
any overclocking stitch you have on your domestic sewing machine.

- place the wrong side of the front lace seam to the right side of the front piece on
the middle mark. Distribute lace evenly and proportionally on the front and secure
with pins and hand stitch in place. 



- Stitch pieces together with the narrow zigzag stitch on your sewing machine.
Don't forget to secure the sides with lock stitch in reverse, back and front.

- Flip your front facing wrong side and cut excess of the main fabric along the
zigzag line for nicer look.

4.2. Prepare your back part of the lace waist band.
 ☆ Please read useful tips when working with the back part of the lace waist band.

Process the back seam of the lace piece on your sewing machine using a straight
stitch and a zig zag stitch or any other overclocking stitch, which is suitable for
jersey and knitted fabrics and have better elasticity.



YOUR THONG IS READY TO WEAR!

- Put together right side of the front with right side of the back of the lace, matching
the edges, secure together with pins or hand stitch, process with straight and
overlooking stitch on your machine.

 Steam iron your ready panties with low heat , attach little cute bow decoration
 as desired and 



And, that’s a wrap of Our " The "Vicky" Thong 
Lace Waist Brazilian Thong Panty " E-book. I hope you find this
guide helpful. If you need additional support please follow us on
social media. 

Thank You!

click here

Katie lingerie

click here

https://instagram.com/katie_lingerie?utm_medium=copy_link
https://www.katie.com.mt/

